
Subject: Re: iRANian playing renegade
Posted by -TLS-DJ-EYE-K on Fri, 18 Jan 2013 19:58:57 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Renardin6 wrote on Fri, 18 January 2013 10:11zunnie wrote on Sat, 12 January 2013 10:58I just
hope you are 'just a good player', i mean a kd of 75.0 is something we dont see often in regular
renegade matches within the timeframe you were playing and getting kills anyway.

I am not saying we will ban you just for that, but if we suspect you are cheating we will ban you.
Even if we cannot prove it.
Although that does not happen very often that we do this. You'd be the first actually.

Most players during that game thought you were cheating, as well as a bunch of our moderators.
The only reason we did not take any action (yet) is because we do not have proof.

Iran is the Armstrong of Renegade. I constantly get pms of players in game telling me that Iran is
cheating and that they all know about it. Most of them just leave when he is online. The guy is the
biggest cheater I have ever seen on this game.

I offered him to FRAPS his performance and show it on youtube (use of aimbot can be seen quite
easily...) but he refused. Why? Because he cheats. End of story. 

I wanna pick this thing up and give u a reply as to why this wont happen. He isnt using AB, he is
using TB which cant be seen if beeing used ingame. He use it from time to time,not that often,but
you can actually tell when it s happening. iFag himself is far away from beeing a good regular
sniper like the ppl he tries to blame for invihugs like M3 lately f.e. Hes an aveage Player without
beeing specified to a specific way of playing. Thats it basically. not much more to say, just the
more you complain bout him, the more he gets a boner from it. Deal with it the way it is,as long as
there is no way to discover TB an easy way, he will continue playing the way he does.
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